Preliminaries. A complex valued function f(J) defined on an oriented circle 5 of circumference c, / the usual distance parameter, 0^t<c f is a regular representation if it possesses a continuous nonvanishing derivative Ç'(t). An image point f 0 is a simple crossing point if there exist exactly two distinct numbers tó and t" such that rÖo)=W)=fo and if the tangents ?(t&) and f'(/o") are linearly independent. A regular representation is normal (Whitney) if it has a finite number of simple crossing points and has for every other image point f but one preimage point t. A pair of representations f and f are topologically equivalent if there exists a sense-preserving homeomorphism h of 5 onto 5 such that f = f o h.
A The problem probably first arose in the study of the SchwartzChristoffel mapping function (Schwartz, Schlaefli, Picard) and, in this context, was formulated essentially as follows.
Let Z 0 , Zi, • • • , Z n -i be a sequence of ^-distinct complex numbers which are in general position. By connecting these points consecutively from Zk to Z/b+i, mod n, a closed oriented polygon is formed. Let akW be the angle from Zk -Zk-i to Zk+i -Zk with -Kak<l. Then for any set of n real number and any complex number A 5^0 the function
with -ir/2<arg(Z -<x k ) <ir/2, is an analytic function on the upper half plane; furthermore (Actually Schlaefli and others were concerned also with the problem of finding an effective method for determining the &fc.)
Some time ago a clearly related problem was formulated by Loewner (circa 1948) which will be stated in the form:
PROBLEM
B (CHARLES LOEWNER). Given a normal representation I of a closed curve find necessary and sufficient conditions that f be equivalent to an analytic boundary {or, what is the same thing, that f be an interior boundary).
Problem A is a corollary of Problem B. In this paper a solution to Problem B is announced. More precisely Problem A was concerned only with oriented polygons with a tangent winding number of one.
STATEMENT OF RESULTS. In the following J" will always be a normal representation; the simple crossing points will be called vertices. Select any point r on the outer boundary of f, f(0) = 7r, f £C + and let SA; be the number with the smallest index so that Vk= -1. At least one of the following situations must arise: CASE I. s*<s fc . CASE II. s*>s k . In the later case for each choice of an Sj<Sk there corresponds one of the two situations II' and II": CASE IT. st>s k and Sj<su<s*<s*, CASE II". s%>s k and Sj<s k <sf <s*. In each of these situations a cut is defined that breaks f up into a pair of piecewise regular representations £** and f **. (It turns out that f* and f** can be smoothed and altered slightly so that each becomes a normal representation. This step, which is bothersome and simple technically, will be omitted here; in what follows the reader may ignore this problem and pretend that f * and f ** have already been made normal.)
In Case I define on circles of circumference c* and c**: S*(t) = f (/ + 5**), 0 £ t£ ft -ft* = c*;
In These three cuts are illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4 . Assuming the f * and f ** altered so that they are normal (as commented upon parenthetically above) the cut process can be continued so long as the new representations remain in C + . A normal representation f possesses a complete cut sequence provided that the representations generated by successive cuts always remain in C + ; thus ultimately the representations (in the slightly altered form) describe simple closed positively oriented curves. Let /x be the number of cuts of type I required in a complete cut sequence for a given interior boundary f. 
